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DIPARTIMENTO DI MATEMATICA, INFORMATICA ED ECONOMIA 

ACCADEMIC YEAR: 

COURSE:
TYPE OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY: (Basic, Characterizing, Affine, Free choice, Other)
TEACHER:
e-mail: web site:
phone: mobile (optional):
Language:

ECTS:  (lessons and
tutorials/practice)

n. of hours: (lessons and
tutorials/practice)

Campus:
Dept./School: 
Program: 

Semester: 

EDUCATIONAL GOALS AND EXPECTED LEARNING OUTCOMES:

PRE-REQUIREMENTS:

SYLLABUS:



Università degli Studi della Basilicata 

DIPARTIMENTO DI MATEMATICA, INFORMATICA ED ECONOMIA 

1 Subject to possible changes: check the web site of the Teacher or the Department/School for updates.

TEACHING METHODS:

EVALUATION METHODS:

TEXTBOOKS AND ON-LINE EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL:

INTERACTION WITH STUDENTS:

EXAMINATION SESSIONS (FORECAST)1 

SEMINARS BY EXTERNAL EXPERTS    YES        NO

FURTHER INFORMATION:


	AA: 2016-17
	Attività: 
	email: gabor.korchmaros@unibas.it; domenico.labbate@unibas.it
	sito web: -
	cell di servizio facoltativo: -
	telefono: 0971/205839; 0971/205840
	n CFU: 15
	Se: [Potenza]
	Sem: [Annuale]
	Text2: -
	Check Box2: Yes
	Check Box1: Off
	Text1: Knowledge of the standard general theory of Linear algebra and Analytic geometry, and familiarity with the use of its rigorous methods especially in the proofs. Improvement on  expository skills, ability to synthesize and  plan.  
	Text3: Linear Algebra, affine and euclidean geometry.Course outline: Vector spaces. Matrices. Solutions of linear equation systems: Gauss- Jordan matrix elimination. Linear dependence and independence, basis and dimension of a vector space. Range of a matrix Determinant. Cramer's rule. Solutions of linear equation systems with a parameter. Methods to compute the inverse of a matrix. Linear transformations: eigenvalues and eigenvector, Diagonalization of a linear map: canonical and Jordan forms. Quadratic and bilinear forms. Affine spaces of dimension 2 and 3. Euclidean vector spaces. Euclidean spaces of dimension 2 and 3. Classification of conics in the Euclidean plane. 
	Text4: Frontal teaching sometimes with Ipad and/or laptop aid.
	Text5: Written exam and final interview.
	Text6: E. Sernesi, Geometria 1, Bollati Boringhieri .Lecture notes (part of which in pdf).
	Text7: Frontal, tutoring, emails.
	Text8: 2017 February         7March                    -April                    -May                    23June                    13July                     4August          -September         12October          -November          -December          18 
	Text9: 
	Text10: The exams's date are normally agreed with teachers so those above are just to give an idea. It is possible that will be intermediate tests.
	Dip: [DiMIE]
	CdS: Mathematics: Bachelor degree (laurea)
	docente: Prof. Gabor Korchmaros and Prof. Domenico Labbate 
	Modulo: Geometry I
	lingua: Italian (english upon request)
	n Ore: 120


